Reduce Emissions with Fisher™ easy-Drive™ Electric Actuators

Achieve environmentally-responsible natural gas process control.

Fugitive emissions can lead to fines and lost product.

Methane gas venting regulations are consistently becoming more stringent and failing to comply means you could get hit with expensive fines—not to mention diminished product returns.

Calculating these emissions from your wellhead control equipment can also occupy valuable resources and means sending personnel to the field more often than you’d prefer.

Avoid emissions concerns with a no-bleed actuator solution.

With the Fisher easy-Drive electric actuator, you can achieve more reliable control without the product waste. It has been designed to let you set it and forget it, based on extensive field testing and application expertise. Connect it to your existing Modbus network and remotely track the health of your wellhead at all times, without sending personnel to the field.
Achieve Environmentally-Responsible Process Control with Fisher easy-Drive Electric Actuators

Designed for the rigors of both throttling or on/off electric upstream applications, these easy-to-use, low power, solar-compatible actuators feature an intuitive user interface that simplifies installation and maintenance. They can be factory coupled to D3 and D4 valves to provide reliable field operation with reduced maintenance costs or independently mounted for more broader valve compatibility.

Easy Installation and Calibration
The compact design allows installation where space is a premium and calibrates by simply opening and closing the valve. ➤ Watch a video

Low Temperature Compatibility
Operates in ambient temperatures as low as -20°C (-4°F) without use of a heater. ➤ See Product Bulletin

Application Flexibility
Allows you to choose a control method—including 4-20mA Positioning or 4-20mA Level—and has configurable Loss of Signal Position and Deadband options suited for a variety of applications.

Additional Product Benefits
- Complete Electric Wellhead Solutions: Fully integrated and supported electric wellhead solutions are available from your local Emerson sales office, including Fisher electric level solutions (easy-Drive electric actuator and L2e electric level controller); ROC, FloBoss®, and ControlWave® RTUs and flow computers; Rosemount™ pressure, level, and temperature sensors; and Daniel™ and MicroMotion™ flow meters.

More Resources
- easy-Drive Product Webpage
- Find an Emerson sales representative near you
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